


SUPPLIES
→Yarn of your choice

→Crochet hook in a size 
suitable for your yarn

→Stitch markers (a safety 
pin, another yarn scrap in a 

contrasting color or a 
bobby pin should also work 

just fine!)
→Scissors

TIPS
★Choose yarn that is thin 

and soft!

★Instead of making two 
separate pieces two tie in 

the front, you can make 
one and connect it to the 

other side to make the 
whole thing one piece.

★Don’t forget to add extra 
two chain stitches at the 
end of each row to turn, 

because we are using 
double crochet stitches!

IMPORTANT 
NOTES

★When crocheting this pattern, 
we will be starting in the middle. 
First we will finish one side and 
then move on to the other. The 
first row of chains at the start 

will determine the thickest part 
that will be at the back of your 

head. When measuring your 
piece this should be the most 
important part for a good fit!

SKILLS
➀Chain

➁Double Crochet
➂Decrease

➊



➋

HOW CAN I ADJUST THE PATTERN
TO FIT MY MEASUREMENTS? 

You should decide on how many chain 
stitches you will start with according to 
the length of this part. You can measure 

the back of your head with a tape 
measure, but this should be around

 25 centimeters.

Let's knit a row of chains of approxi-
mately the width we want with the yarn 
and crochet hook we chose to use in this 
project, and a double crochet as the 
second row. Then, let's count how many 
stitches are in the area that will be the 
measurement we chose with a tape 
measure. We will start our project with 
this number of chains!

If you found the number or stitches for starting, chain that 
number and add two more extra to turn for the first row 
then we can start!

This should be an even number to decrease 
in the middle so if it is an odd number you 
should add one more chain to start!



➌

PATTERN!
STEP

1 full row double crochet

STITCHES

3 full row double crochet, decrease in the middle

4 repeat with full row crochet with one decrease in 
the middle until one stitch left.

6 make knot and cut off the access yarn

8 repeat with full row crochet with one decrease in 
the middle until one stitch left.

9 chain your desired number of stitches to make 
the other strap to tie in the middle

10 self-congratulations and closing party

7 full row double crochet from the other side of the 
starting row of chain stitches

5 chain your desired number of stitches to make a 
strap to tie in the middle

2 decrease by dividing the starting number in half 
and using the middle two stitches



If you have any questions, you can reach us via our 
Instagram profile or the form on our website.

This is a completely free file.
You are encouraged to share with everyone who’s 

interested in it!

Thanks.

Stitch!

www.stitchcrochet.club
@stitchcrochet.club


